Objective: We will be able to analyze our goal setting. (Goal Area- Student Achievement) Committee members had time to review goals. And then all were involved in the goal setting process.

Reading:
- Goal setting was discussed and SDMC decided on: Approaches grade level 60%, Meets grade level 20% and Master grade level 10%
- Writing across the curriculum will be considered.
- Goal setting looked realistic and measurable.
- We discussed the possibility of passing 60%
- We should start with intervention early.

Mathematics:
- Goal setting was discussed and SDMC decided on: Approaches grade level 60%, Meets grade level 20% and Master grade level 20%
- Decided to use sentences stems to encourage students to speak more and explain their personal work.
- We discussed that; students are having computation components problem. Ms. Lopez suggested to start all grade levels classes by simple computation.
- Decomposing numbers should be emphasized.
- During summer school, having students play a game to learn simple mathematical like multiplication has shown a great impact on student learning.
- Math vocabulary is also should be prioritized.

Science:
- Goal setting was discussed and SDMC decided on: Approaches grade level 45%, Meets grade level 25% and Master grade level 25%

Writing:
- Goal setting was discussed and SDMC decided on: Approaches grade level 40%, Meets grade level 15% and Master grade level 15%

Attendance:
- Goal setting was discussed to set on 96.5%
  Suggested prizes for perfect attendance:
  - Popcorn on Friday
  - Free dress on Friday
  - Pickles
  - Lunch with the principal, at the end of the month